Abstract-Recently, there has been a proliferation of service-based systems, i.e., software systems that are composed of autonomous services but can also use software code. In order to support the development of these systems, it is necessary to have new methods, processes, and tools. In this paper, we describe a UML-based framework to assist with the development of servicebased systems. The framework adopts an iterative process in which software services that can provide functional and nonfunctional characteristics of a system being developed are discovered, and the identified services are used to reformulate the design models of the system. The framework uses a query language to represent structural, behavioral, and quality characteristics of services to be identified, and a query processor to match the queries against service registries. The matching process is based on distance measurements between the queries and service specifications. A prototype tool has been implemented. The work has been evaluated in terms of recall, precision, and performance measurements.
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INTRODUCTION
S ERVICE-BASED software system engineering has been recognized as an important paradigm for software system development in which different distributed software services are composed to support the rapid and low-cost development of software systems. Services, in this paradigm, are loosely coupled autonomous software entities that can be deployed remotely across organizational and IT infrastructure boundaries. To enable this paradigm, software services need to be described, discovered, composed, and monitored.
To address this challenge, service integrators, developers, and providers have been collaborating over the last few years developing approaches and tools that can support the emerging paradigm. These approaches and tools include:
1. languages to describe services (WSDL [53] , WSCL [52] , BPEL4WS [6] , OWL-S [33] , and WSMO [54] ), 2. techniques for service discovery (e.g., semantic matchmaking [2] , [18] , [19] , [22] , [24] , [29] , behavioral signatures matching [55] , and matching of full service behavioral models [17] involving requirements [58] , architectural [26] , and runtime [47] aspects of service-oriented systems), 3. techniques for service composition [3] , [8] , [9] , [40] , [41] , and 4. techniques for service monitoring, validation, verification, and evolution [12] , [13] , [17] . Despite advances in this area, however, existing techniques still fall short of supporting adequately the development and deployment of complex and dependable service-based systems.
In order to overcome this situation, in this paper we describe a framework that we have constructed to support the development of service-based systems, i.e., software systems that are composed of services but may also use additional software code to provide the required functionality. Our framework is UML-based and assists with the design of structural and behavioral models of service-based systems. The framework adopts an iterative system development process in which software services that can provide the functionality and quality-of-service (QoS) properties required by a service-based system being developed are identified, and identified services are used to amend and reformulate the design models of the system. The reformulated design models are used in other iterations of the development process to trigger the identification of services that can be used in the design models.
The framework makes use of a query language to specify the characteristics of the services to be discovered, and a query processor that can execute the queries against service registries. These characteristics can be related to different aspects of the system to be developed and the services that can be deployed in it, and include structural (aka interface) and behavioral models representing expected functionality from the services, and constraints representing additional structural, behavioral, and quality properties that services should satisfy (e.g., the time and cost of executing certain operations and conditions about the provider of a service). Constraints can be hard or soft. Hard constraints must always be satisfied by services, while soft constraints may be compromised if a service has a good match with other required characteristics but fails to satisfy them.
Queries are executed in a two-stage process. In the first stage, services that satisfy hard constraints in a query are identified, generating a set of candidate services. In the second stage, the candidate services of the first stage are matched with the structural and behavioral models of the query as well as its soft constraints and those services with the best overall match are returned as the final candidate services. The matching of services with a query is based on the computation of distances between service descriptions and queries.
The framework assumes services specified from different perspectives, including structural (interface), describing operations of services with their data types using WSDL [53] , behavioral, describing behavioral models of services in BPEL4WS [6] , quality, describing nonfunctional aspects of services in XML-format, and general information of the services. The identification of services based on distinct aspects provides a more accurate match between queries and services and the consequent discovery of services with the required characteristics, as opposed to techniques that are based only on keywords or interface aspects (e.g., WOOGLE [51] and UDDI [48] ), which provide a less precise match.
The work presented in this paper has been carried out as part of a large European research program on servicecentric systems engineering (SeCSE [43] ) and has been based on requirements identified in scenarios of servicebased systems development within different industrial domains, including the telecommunication, automotive, and software industries.
The work presented in this paper extends our previous work described in [26] , [27] , [60] . The work in [27] presents initial ideas of the framework and describes the discovery process only in terms of structural matching of queries and service operations. In [60] , we describe the results of evaluating the framework for structural matching only in terms of precision measures. The work in [26] describes the discovery process in terms of structural and behavioral matching, and evaluates only the precision of the structural matching using a small set of services. In contrast, the main contributions in this paper are:
1. development of a constraint language to represent extra conditions when executing service discovery during the design of service-based systems, 2. extension of the discovery process to support structural, behavioral, and quality matching, 3. development of the approach as a Web service to allow the framework to be used independently of any CASE tool, 4. thorough evaluation of structural, behavioral, and constraint matching in terms of recall, precision, and performance measures, 5. detail description of the framework, and 6. more complete account of related work. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present an overview of the framework. In Section 3, we describe the service discovery query used in our work. In Section 4, we present the computation of distances. In Section 5, we evaluate the work in terms of recall/precision and performance. In Section 6, we discuss the main features and limitations of the approach undertaken by the framework. In Section 7, we discuss some related work. Finally, in Section 8, we provide some concluding remarks and outline directions for future work.
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
As described in Section 1, our framework adopts an iterative process. In this process, service discovery is driven by structural and behavioral design models of service-based systems (called SySM and SyBM, respectively). The services identified during this process can be used to reformulate the design models and trigger new service discovery iterations.
The behavioral models used in the discovery process describe interactions between operations of a service-based system that can be provided by Web services, legacy systems, or software components, while the structural models specify the types of the parameters of operations in the behavioral models (see Section 3 for examples).
SySM and SyBM are expressed in UML as class and sequence diagrams, respectively. The use of UML as a basis for our approach is because this language: 1) is the de facto standard for designing software systems and can effectively support the design of service-based systems [10] , [14] , [28] and 2) has the expressive power to represent the design models of service-based systems since it can represent models of software services, legacy code, and software components in a system. Furthermore, UML provides builtin extensibility mechanisms (aka UML profiles) that can be used to define an extension of its metamodel for specifying service discovery queries, and thus enable specification of queries in the same language as the system design models. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the iterative discovery process of the framework. As shown in the figure, queries are specified in reference to the sequence diagrams in SyBM and the classes and interfaces in SySM, and may include additional constraints about the required services. The candidate services which are identified after the execution of queries can be bound to the SySM and SyBM models by designers. When this happens, SySM and SyBM are reformulated (e.g., by adding message data types and operations of identified services) and their new versions can be used to specify further queries for discovering additional services for other parts of the system. Queries may also be reformulated and reexecuted when the identified services are not adequate. This process can be terminated by the system designer at any time, when all of the required services have been discovered, or when it is clear that further queries would not be able to identify services that have a better match with the current design models. The framework has been implemented as a Web service and can be deployed by any client that is able to produce service discovery queries expressed as UML 2.0 models represented in XMI. Service discovery queries are expressed using appropriate UML stereotypes that we have defined for this purpose. Queries may also include hard and soft constraints, which are expressed in an XML-based language that we have developed for this purpose (see Section 3). The deployment of the framework as a Web service allows the framework to be used by different types of CASE tools that support UML 2.0 and the representation of such models in XMI.
The execution of a query consists of retrieving different types of service specifications from registries and matching these specifications against the query. The different types of service specifications are called facets and include structural, behavioral, and quality specifications. In the current implementation, structural and behavioral descriptions of services are expressed in WSDL [53] and BPEL [6], respectively, and quality descriptions are expressed in XML. The registry used in the current implementation is an eXist database [11] . The framework also provides access to different types of registries through the use of adapters. In this case, it is possible to use standard UDDI [48] technologies to store service interface specifications expressed in WSDL together with other service registries to store other types of facets.
SERVICE DISCOVERY QUERIES
As discussed earlier, a query may have three different parts, namely: 1) a structural query model, 2) a behavioral query model, and 3) query constraints. The structural and behavioral query models represent functional aspects of the service-based system being developed that need to be fulfilled by the services. The query constraints represent quality aspects (e.g., performance, availability, or cost of service operations) or extra functional aspects (e.g., provider of a service and receiver of a query message) that need to be present in the services. The specification of these parts is discussed in the following.
Structural and Behavioral Query Model
The elements in SySM and SyBM are used to specify queries to identify services that can be used in the service-based systems. To express a query, system designers must select an interaction from the SyBM model of the system being designed and specify the messages in this interaction that should be realized by service operations that are to be discovered. These messages constitute the so-called "query messages" of the query. The specification of an interaction message as a query message is possible by associating the message with the stereotype < <query message> > . This stereotype is part of a service querying profile that we have defined to enable the specification of queries in UML 2.0 and has been presented in detail in [26] .
The service querying profile defines additional stereotypes for different types of UML elements that may exist in a query interaction. These include the stereotypes < <context message> > and < <bound message> >. The stereotype < <context message> > indicates additional structural and behavioral constraints for the query messages. For example, if a context message has a parameter p1 with the same name as a parameter p2 of a query message, then the type of p1 should be taken as the type of p2. The stereotype < <bound message> > indicates a candidate service operation that is bound to a query message by the designer. All of the messages in a query interaction which are not stereotyped by any of the above stereotypes are treated as messages irrelevant to the discovery process and thus do not restrict the services to be discovered in any way.
As an example of query specification, consider the behavioral and structural design models of a Conference Travel support system, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. This system allows users to search for and book flights and hotels as part of trip planning and preparation activities. When a designer wants to find service operations that can provide implementations of the messages checkHotelAvailability(info:AccommodationInfo, hotel:String): Boolean and bookHotel(bookInfo: AccommodationInfo, hotel: String): String in the sequence diagram of Fig. 2 , he/she can create a query as a copy of the sequence diagram and attach the stereotype < <query message> > to these two messages. The classes representing the data types of the parameters of the two query messages, and all of the other classes which are directly or transitively related to them, are automatically identified by the framework and pulled together to formulate the structural model of the query. In the example, these classes are those shown in Fig. 3 .
Hard and Soft Constraint Query Language
The specification of hard and soft constraints in queries is based on an XML-based constraint service query language that we have defined as part of the framework and is called ConstraintSQL. The specification of the constraints in an XML-based language is motivated by the fact that it is necessary to use XPath [56] expressions to reference elements and attributes in service specifications that are described in XML format.
A soft or hard constraint is defined as a constraintQuery. A constraintQuery is a logical expression that defines an atomic condition over some element or attribute in a service specification, or a logical combination of atomic conditions that is formed by using logic operators AND and OR. Logical expressions can also be negated.
An atomic condition is defined by a relational expression over the values of two operands (operand1 and operand2). This expression can be specified using the relational operators of the language, namely, the operations equalTo, notEqualTo, greaterThan, lessThan, greaterThanEqualTo, and lessThanEqualTo. The operands of a relational expression can be of three types, namely, query operands, arithmetic expressions, or constants.
A query operand identifies an element or attribute in the description of a service (facet) using an XPath [56] expression (see Section 2 for description about facets). An arithmetic expression is used to express a computation over the values of service facet elements and/or attributes and is defined by a sequence of arithmetic operands connected by arithmetic operators (e.g., addition (plus), subtraction (minus), multiplication (multiply), and division (divide)). The operands of an arithmetic expression can be query operands, constants, or functions. A function operand denotes the execution of a complex computation over a series of arguments, which results in a numerical value that can be subsequently used as an operand in the arithmetic expression. A function has a name indicating the function to be executed and a sequence of one or more arguments that might be query operands, constant, or arithmetic expressions themselves. ConstraintSQL offers a set of built-in functions including functions for computing statistics (e.g., mean and standard deviation) and arithmetic functions (e.g., sum, minimum/maximum values, and power).
A constraintQuery also has: 1) a name specifying the name of the constraint, 2) a type indicating whether the constraint is hard or soft, and 3) a weight (i.e., a number in the range ½0; 1) specifying the significance of the constraint for the service discovery query. The weight in hard constraints is always 1.0, given that a hard constraint needs to be satisfied by all candidate services, while in soft constraints, the weight is in the range ½0:0; 1:0 since soft constraints are used to rank a service with respect to a query (see Section 4). Fig. 4 presents an example of a soft constraint expressed in ConstraintSQL. This constraint specifies that the mean time to execute the operations of a service should not be more than 3,500 milliseconds. As shown in the figure, the constraint is soft and applies to element //Metrics/Metric [Name = "MeanTimeToComplete"]/MinValue of facet QoS in service descriptions. Furthermore, the weight of the constraint is defined as 0.5.
QUERY EXECUTION
Service discovery queries are executed in two phases by a query processor. In the first phase, the query processor searches service registries in order to identify services that satisfy the hard constraints of a query. This stage is called the filtering phase and is based on an exact matching of hard constraints of a query against the service descriptions in the registries. In the second stage, candidate services which have been returned at the filtering stage are matched against structural and behavioral models and soft constraints of a query, and the best candidate services for the query are identified. This stage is called the optimization phase.
The fit of services with a query is computed during the optimization stage using three partial distances, namely, signature, behavioral, and soft constraint distances. These distances are computed by matching service descriptions with the structural model, behavioral model, and soft constraints of a query, respectively. This matching is inexact and even services which do not match exactly with the query may be identified as the best possible candidates.
The structural matching between a query and a service is performed by comparing the signatures of query messages in the structural model against the signatures of the operations of the services. In this case, the WSDL specification of a service and the signatures of the messages in a query are converted into a set of data type graphs (see Section 4.1). The matching identifies the mapping and calculates the distances between the elements represented in the graphs.
The behavioral matching between a query and a service is performed by comparing the behavioral specification of the services and the behavioral model of a query. In this case, the behavioral specifications of the service and the behavioral model of the query are converted into state machine models and distances between these state machines are calculated (see Section 4.2).
The soft constraint matching between a query and a service is performed by analyzing the conditions in the constraint part of a query against service specifications (see Section 4.3).
The partial signature, behavioral, and soft constraint distances, which are computed between services and a query, are aggregated in an overall distance which is then used to select the best service operations for different query messages. The selection of the best service operation for query messages is formulated as an instance of the assignment problem [38] , i.e., the problem of 1-1 mapping between query messages and service operations, which minimizes a weighted sum of the overall distances between all the mapped service operations and query messages.
There may be some differences in the execution process of a query. These differences are due to the lack of hard, behavioral, and soft constraints in a query or any combinations of the above constraints. In the case in which there are no hard constraints in a query, the filtering phase is not executed and the partial distances are calculated between all of the services in the registries. In the case in which behavioral or soft constraints are not present in a query, the computation of the corresponding partial distance is bypassed and the overall distance is computed by using only the partial distances of the types of constraints specified in a query. Note that structural constraints are always present in a query, and therefore, at least distances based on them are calculated.
In the following, we discuss the computation of signature, behavioral, and soft constraints distances and the selection of the best candidate service operations for a query. We also give an example of computing these distances.
Signature Distance
The signature distance between a service operation S o and a query message Q m is computed by a function that considers the linguistic distance between the names of the operation and query message, the names of their parameters, and the data types of these parameters as defined below.
Definition 1.
The signature distance between a service operation S o and a query message Q m is computed by function:
where d L is a linguistic distance function, d PS is a function that computes the distance between input and output parameters of S o and Q m , and w N , w I , and w O are the weights associated with the names, input parameters, and output parameters of the service operation and query message, respectively (with
The definitions of the d L and d PS functions are given below. Note that d f-sig 2 ½0; 1 since this function is defined as a linear combination of d L and d PS which also return values in ½0; 1 as we discuss below.
Definition 2. The linguistic distance between two strings S1 and S2 is computed as:
where . tðS1Þ and tðS2Þ are the sets of tokens in S1 and S2. The tokens in a string S are identified by splitting S into successive substrings starting at the beginning of S, or at a capital letter within S, and ending before the next capital letter; . tðSi=SjÞ is the set of tokens x in tðSiÞ for which there is no token y in tðSjÞ that is a synonym of x (the synonymy of two tokens is determined on the basis of WordNet lexicon [31] ); . tðS2Þ \ s tðS1Þ is the set of the tokens in S1 and S2
which have synonym or identical tokens in the other set; . jÈj is the cardinality of set È.
According to the above definition, the linguistic distance between two strings S1 and S2 is computed by tokenizing S1 and S2 into two sets of tokens tðS1Þ and tðS2Þ and taking the ratio of the sum of the number of tokens in each of these two sets which have no synonym in the other set and the number of tokens which have synonyms weighted by 0.5 over the total number of distinct tokens in tðS1Þ and tðS2Þ (i.e., the cardinality of the set tðS2Þ [ tðS1Þ).
Note that d L 1 since tðS1=S2Þ [ tðS1=S2Þ [ ðtðS2Þ \ s tðS1ÞÞ tðS2Þ [ tðS1Þ;
and therefore, jtðS1=S2Þj þ jtðS2=S1Þj þ 0:5 Ã jtðS2Þ \ s tðS1Þj
Also, 0 d L since tðS1Þ 6 ¼ and tðS2Þ 6 ¼ (every string will have at least one token), and therefore, jtðS2Þ [ tðS1Þj > 0. d PS is computed by finding the best possible morphism between the data types of the parameters of a service operation S o and a query message Q m . To compute this morphism, the query processor first formulates graphs that represent the data types of the input and output parameters of S o and Q m , and then, matches the input graphs and output graphs with each other.
The data type graphs of the input and output parameters of a service operation and a query message are constructed taking into consideration both primitive and nonprimitive data types. In the graph of a set P of parameters, a special node representing the root of the graph is created with immediate children nodes, for each parameter p i in set P. The data type associated with parameter p i is added to the graph as a child node of the respective root node (data type p i node). The name of the parameter p i is represented in the graph as the name of the edge between the root node and data type p i node. In the case of a data type that is a nonprimitive type, a subgraph for this data type is constructed such that each data type of the attributes in the class representing data type p i is added to the graph as a child of data type p i with the name of the attribute as the name of the respective edge. If the data type of an attribute is also nonprimitive, the process is repeated for this data type. The process terminates when all the leaf nodes in the graph have only primitive data types.
More specifically, the graph that represents the data types of a set S of parameters p 1 ; . . . ; p m with types T 1 ; . . . ; T m is a labeled directed graph that includes the following set of edges:
EdgesðSÞ contains: 1) the edges < p i ; ðsn; T i Þ > that represent the parameters in S and 2) sets of EdgesðT i Þ which represent the structure of the types T i of the different parameters p i . In an edge < p i ; ðsn; T i Þ > , p i is the name of the parameter that labels the edge, sn is a special root node that does not represent any specific parameter type, and T i is the type of the relevant parameter. If the type of a parameter is primitive, Edges 0 ðT i Þ is empty (i.e., Edges 0 ðT i Þ ¼ 1Þ. Otherwise, for nonprimitive data types, assuming that SfeaturesðT i Þ is the set of structural features of T i (i.e., the set of attributes and associations of T i ) and each feature x in SfeaturesðT i Þ relates T i with another type TypeðxÞ, Edges 0 ðT i Þ is defined as where . MorphismsðEdgesðP1Þ; EdgesðP2ÞÞ is the set of all the total morphisms from the edges in EdgesðP1Þ to the edges in EdgesðP2Þ; . absðexpÞ is the absolute value of the arithmetic expression exp ; . d E ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ is the distance between two edges e1 ¼ < e1-name; ðT being the source and destination data type nodes, respectively, and w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , and w 4 being weights associated with the linguistic distances of the names of the edges, the names of the data types, and the distances of two edges.
ÞÞ is the distance between the edges of two types, defined as
; Otherwise:
According to Definition 3, the morphism of the structure of the data types of the parameters is determined by finding the matching between the edges of the data type graphs of two parameters that has the least possible sum of edge distances (see formula
The distance between two edges is computed by taking into account the linguistic distance between the names of the structural features represented by the edges, the names of the types that have these features (T Note that 0 d PS 1. This is because EdgesðP 1Þ 6 ¼ 1 and EdgesðP 2Þ 6 ¼ 1, and thus, maxðjEdgesðP 2Þj; jEdgesðP 1ÞjÞ ! 0:
Also, for any morphism m in MorphismsðEdgesðP 1Þ; EdgesðP 2ÞÞ;
we have that jmj ¼ minðjEdgesðP 2Þj; jEdgesðP 1ÞjÞ. Thus, for all m in MorphismsðEdgesðP 1Þ; EdgesðP 2ÞÞ, it will be that P ðe1;e2Þ2m d E ðe 1 ; e 2 ÞÞ jmj and
However, d E ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ is computed recursively as a linear combination of d L , which, as discussed earlier, takes values in ½0; 1. At the end of the recursion, however, d EDGES will be applied on primitive types with no further edges, and therefore, it will be equal to 1. Hence, in the preceding computation, it will be that d E ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ 1. Similarly, it can be shown that, for all previous computations of d E in the recursion, it will be d E 1. An example of signature distance is described in Section 4.4.
Behavioral Distance
The behavioral distance between a service operation S o and a query message Q m is computed by matching the state machine representing the behavior expected by interface I that executes Q m in the query (SM Q ) and the state machine representing the behavior of the service S that provides S o (SM S ) (see Definition 4). The state machines SM Q and SM S are generated automatically from the interaction diagram of a query Q and the BPEL specification of a service S in the registry, respectively. The algorithms used to generate the state machines can be found in [26] . where . SM Q and SM S are the state machines represented as SM ¼ <; O; T; I >, where is the set of states of SM, O is the set of signatures of the operations provided by SM, T is a set of transitions of SM which are labeled by an operation signature in O, and I is the initial state of Sð I 2 Þ; . lenðSM Q Þ and lenðSM S Þ are the maximum length of a path in SM Q and a path in SM S , respectively; . Morphs ðnÞ ðSM Q ; SM S Þ is the set of all the possible 1-1 mappings between the transitions of two paths p and q in SM Q and SM S that preserve the ordering of the transitions within these paths (i.e., for all transitions t i and t j in p such that t i 0 p t j it also holds that mðt i Þ 0 q mðt j Þ 1 ) and leave n transitions in p or q without counterparts (the counterpart of all such transitions will, by convention, be a dummy transition NULL); . m -1 is the inverse mapping of a mapping m from p to q; . k (flexibility matching) is a parameter defining the maximum number of the transitions of p or q that are allowed not to have a counterpart in the mappings between these paths, 0 k ABSðlenðSM Q Þ À lenðSM S Þ); . operðtÞ is the operation signature that labels a transition t in a state machine; . d f-sig is the distance between signatures of two operations.
The algorithm that computes d beh ðSM Q ; SM S ; kÞ is a search algorithm that finds the path q in SM S which has the best possible match with the single path p of SM Q , and returns the aggregate distance between these paths as the distance between SM Q and SM S . In this search, the degree of match between two paths p and q is computed as the sum of the signature distances between the operations which label the mapped transitions of p and q (d f-sig ðoperðt i Þ; operðmðt i ÞÞÞ).
The search of a path q in SM S that has the best possible match with path p in SM Q is implemented by trying to construct alternative mappings from p onto q (Morphs ðnÞ ðp; qÞ) incrementally. These alternative mappings must preserve the order of the transitions in the two paths (i.e., for all transitions t i and t j in p such that t i 0 p t j , it should also hold that mðt i Þ 0 q mðt j Þ). Furthermore, valid mappings are allowed to leave up to k transitions of p and q without a counterpart.
More specifically, the construction of alternative mappings from p onto q is executed by consuming one by one all of the transitions t p in p, comparing these transitions with the transitions t q in q, preserving the order of t p and t q in the paths, and verifying if transition t p can be 1) accepted when t p matches t q ; 2) removed if t p does not match t q , but a transition t pþx following t p in p matches transition t q (where 1 x k À L and L is the number of transitions that have already been removed or added during the transformation process), or 3) t q , t qþ1 ; t qþx can be added when t p , t qþx , and the other transitions in p can be consumed. The mapping that minimizes the distance d f-beh ðSM Q ; SM S ; kÞ is the one selected. It should be noted that while matching the state machine of a query with the state machine of a service, any conditions of the later are ignored. This is because it is not possible to establish the equivalence of such conditions without making strong assumptions about naming of internal service variables.
The flexibility of the approach to allow up to k transitions of p to be left without counterparts makes it possible to discover services whose behavior is similar to the behavior of the required service, but not identical. It should be noted, however, that while unmapped transitions of p and q are allowed in a mapping m, such transitions contribute a distance of 1 to the aggregate distance of m. Thus, the more transitions that a mapping leaves without counterparts, the less likely is for m to present the best possible match for p. 
Soft Constraint Distance
The soft constraint distance between a query message Q m and a service operation S o is computed by the function in Definition 5 below:
Definition 5. The soft constraint distance between S o and Q m is computed as
where . SconsðQ m Þ is the set of soft constraints defined for query message Q m in the query and the global soft constraints of the query which apply to Q m by default; . w i is a weight expressing the significance of the constraint C i for query message Q m (w i > 0); . d con ðC i ; S o Þ is a distance measure that represents if the constraint C i is satisfied by service operation S o . This measure is 0 if the constraint C i is satisfied by S o , and 1 otherwise.
According to this definition, the soft constraint distance between Q m and S o is the sum of the weights of the soft constraints that apply to Q m and are not satisfied by S o , divided by the sum of the weights of all the soft constraints in the query which apply to Q m . It should also be noted that d fcon ðQ m ; S o Þ takes always values in the range ½0; 1 since d con ðC i ; S o Þ 2 ½0; 1, and therefore, X 
Overall Distance
The overall distance between a query message Q m and a service operation S o is computed as the weighted sum of the signature, behavioral, and soft constraint distances between Q m and S o as defined below.
Definition 6. The overall distance between Q m and S o is computed as
where w sig , w beh , and w con are the weights of signature, behavioral, and constraint distances for which w sig þ w beh þ w con ¼ 1.
It should be noted that DðQ m ; S o ; kÞ always returns a value in the range ½0; 1 since d fÀsig , d fÀbeh , and d fÀcon also return values in the same range, as discussed earlier.
Following the computation of the D distances between all the query messages in a query (Q m ) and the set of service operations in registries (S o ), the best service operation for each query message is determined by finding the morphism (1-1 mapping) between query messages and service operations which minimizes the function
DðQ m ; S o ; kÞ
for a given value of flexibility matching k (MorphismsðQ m ; S o Þ in the above formula denotes the set of all the possible morphisms from Q m to S o ). More specifically, the computation of the best service operation for each query message is executed by constructing an operation matching graph G with: 1) two disjoint sets of vertices: one set of vertices representing messages in a query and another set of vertices representing the service operations identified in the filtering stage (or the service operations in the registries when the filtering stage has not been executed); and 2) edges that connect each of the messages in the query with all the operations of the retrieved services, and vice versa. Each edge eðm; oÞ in graph G is weighted by a measure that indicates the overall distance DðQ m ; S o ; kÞ between a message m in Q m and an operation o in S o .
Following the computation of the distances between the vertices, the matching between the messages in the query and the operations in the candidate services is detected by selecting a subset E 0 of the edges in graph G such that E 0 is a total morphing between the vertices in G and has the minimal distance values. This subset is selected by applying an instance of the assignment problem algorithm following the approach in [46] . 2 
Example
As an example of computing the different types of distances between query messages and service operations, consider again the query for ConferenceTravel system that we introduced in Section 3. This query has two query messages, namely, checkHotelAvailability(info:AccommodationInfo, hotel: String):Boolean (QM1) and bookHotel(bookInfo: AccommodationInfo, hotel: String): String (QM2), and the soft constraint described in Fig. 4 . Also, suppose that the query is matched with a service, called HotelService1, which offers the following three operations: Assume that HotelService1 has a QoS facet indicating that the time to execute the operations in the service is 3,500 milliseconds (this facet is not shown in the paper due to space limitations).
As an example of the computation of signature distance, consider the signature distance between query message QM1 and the service operation SO1. According to Definition 1, this distance is computed from the linguistic distance d L ðcheckHotelAvailability; checkRoomAvailabilityÞ between the names of QM1 and SO1, the distance between the input parameters of QM1 and SO1 (d PS ðinðQM1Þ; inðSO1ÞÞ), and the distance between the output parameters of QM1 and SO1 (d PS ðoutðQM1Þ; outðSO1ÞÞ). The linguistic distance between QM1 and SO1 is equal to 0.5 as the names of QM1 and SO1 have two identical substrings (i.e., "check" and "availability") and two nonidentical substrings with no synonyms (i.e., "hotel" and "room"). Hence,
T h e c o m p u t a t i o n o f d PS ðinðQM1Þ; inðSO1ÞÞ a n d d PS ðoutðQM1Þ; outðSO1ÞÞ is based on the graphs of the data types of QM1 and SO1. Fig. 5 shows the graphs of the data types of the input parameters of QM1 and SO1. Based on these graphs, the distance d PS ðinðQM1Þ; inðSO1ÞÞ is 0.415. According to Definition 3, this distance is computed from d E distances between the pairs of edges that have been mapped by the best possible morphism between the input parameters of QM1 and SO1 which is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5 . 3 The d E distances between these edges are shown in the gray boxes which appear upon the dashed lines in Fig. 5 (each of these boxes shows the distances As shown in Fig. 5 , the best morphism between the input parameters of QM1 and SO1 maps the edges day, month, and year of data types Date in the two graphs. This is because the linguistic distance between the names of these edges, the names of their starting nodes (Date), the names of their destination nodes (String), and the distance between the edges of their destination nodes are all equal to 0. Also, note that the edge which represents the attribute StartingDate of data type AccommodationInfo in QM1 is mapped on the input parameter Starts of SO1. These two edges have an overall distance 0.437, which is the minimum possible edge distance excluding the mappings discussed above. For the same reason, the attribute roomType of the data type AccommodationInfo in QM1 is mapped onto the attribute category of data type Room in SO1.
The computation of d PS ðoutðQM1Þ; outðSO1ÞÞ is performed in a similar way to the computation of d PS ðinðQM1Þ; inðSO1ÞÞ. In the example, d PS ðoutðQM1Þ; outðSO1ÞÞ is zero since both QM1 and SO1 have returned parameters of type Boolean. Fig. 6 where: 1) Transition checkHotelAvailability() in the state machine of QM1 is mapped onto transition checkRoomAvailability() from state S1 to state S1 in the state machine of SO1 and 2) transition BookHotel() in the state machine of QM1 is mapped onto transition reserveRoom() from state S1 to state S2 in the state machine of SO1. This particular mapping is selected because: 1) It consists of the minimum sum of distances between possible pairs of transitions (the distances between the former and the latter pair of mapped transitions were 0.174 and 0.281, respectively) and 2) the value of the parameter K ¼ 0 eliminates other alternative mappings of transitions with the same pairwise distances.
One of these alternatives, for example, is a mapping in which transition BookHotel() in the state machine of QM1 is mapped onto transition reserveRoom() from state S1 to state S2 in the state machine of SO1 (as in the selected mapping), but transition checkHotelAvailability() in the state machine of QM1 is mapped onto transition checkRoomAvailability() from the initial state to state S1 in the state machine of SO1. Although the pairwise distance between the latter pair of transitions in the alternative mapping is the same as the distance between transition checkHotelAvailability() in QM1 and transition checkRoomAvailability() from state S1 to state S1 in the selected mapping, the alternative mapping was eliminated since this mapping requires one unmapped transition between two mapped transitions in the state machine of SO1 (i.e., transition checkRoomAvailability() from state S1 to state S1) and as the value of K is zero, no such unmapped transitions are allowed.
The soft constraint distance between QM1 and SO1 is zero since the constraint specified in Fig. 4 matches the performance time describing in the QoS facet of the service.
Suppose in the example that the signature distance has a weight of 0.5, the behavioral distance has a weight of 0.3, and that constraint distance has a weight of 0.2. In this case, the overall distance between QM1 and SO1 is DðQM1; SO1; 0Þ ¼ 0:
EVALUATION
To evaluate our framework, we have performed a set of experiments designed to measure and analyze: 1) the recall and precision of the results of service discovery and 2) the performance of the matching process.
Experimental Setup
In the experiments, we used a registry of services that had been built collectively by the industrial partners of the SeCSE project [43] . The registry included 95 different services offering a total of 316 service operations of different complexities. These services had different service providers and were related to different domains including:
1. online retailing, 2. internet searching, 3. travel planning and booking, and 4. online banking. All of the 95 services had structural specifications expressed in WSDL [53] and QoS specifications, and more than half of them (52) had behavioral specifications expressed in BPEL [6] . The registry had been implemented as an eXist database [11] .
In the evaluation, we also used six queries drawn from design models of two service-based systems that had been provided as case studies by the industrial partners of the SeCSE project, namely, ConferenceTravel (i.e., the system introduced in Section 3) and PurchaseTransaction (i.e., a system for purchasing services and goods over the Internet). Three of these queries (Q1, Q2, and Q3) were defined for the PurchaseTransaction system and another three were defined for the Conference Travel system (queries Q4, Q5, and Q6). The exact form of the queries that we used reflected steps in the design of the relevant systems that had been identified by the industrial partners. The queries had a total of 18 query messages with different complexities, where: 1) Q1 and Q5 had two query messages, 2) Q2 and Q6 had three query messages, and 3) Q3 and Q4 had four query messages.
The complexity of query messages was determined by the number of edges in the graphs of the data types of the parameters of the message, as in the case of operations (see Section 4.1). Based on this measure, a query message was classified as of low complexity if it had a data type graph with less or equal to 10 edges and of medium-high complexity if it had a data type graph with more than 10 edges. This boundary value between low and medium-high complexity was determined by a previous analysis of the complexity of service operations in the registry [60] . This previous analysis has demonstrated that 49 percent of the services in the registry had data type graphs of low complexity and 51 percent had data type graphs of medium-high complexity. The boundary value represented the median operation complexity found in that study. Furthermore, all of the queries used in the experiment included the soft constraint shown in Fig. 4 , but no hard constraints. Hard constraints were excluded from queries as they could filter out services before the optimization stage during query execution, and therefore, reduce the query execution time (due to the reduction on the number of services to be matched in the optimization phase) and improve recall and precision. Furthermore, each query was executed twice: once with flexibility matching level k ¼ 0 and once with flexibility matching level k ¼ 1.
To evaluate recall and precision, we used assessments of the relevance of service operations in the registry to the messages in the queries. These assessments of relevance were provided by six different users who had no involvement in the development of the discovery framework and the specification of the queries and design models used in the experiment, and no knowledge of the algorithms used by the framework. Four of the users held a PhD degree in software engineering or computer science, and two of them held the MSc degree in computer science and were pursuing a PhD degree in software engineering at the time of the experimentation. All users were familiar with service-oriented system engineering and UML-based system design.
The six users who participated in the experiment assessed the relevance of 5,688 possible pairs of query messages and service operations (18 query messages Â 316 service operations) independently and prior to the execution of queries. Each user was given the queries and access to the descriptions of the services in the registry and asked to assess if the service operation in each of these pairs was relevant to the query message based on two criteria of relevance.
The first of these relevance criteria (RC1) was to assess relevance by looking at both the signatures and the behavior of the query messages and service operations, and consider as relevant only operations whose behavior had an exact fit with what was expected in the query. The second criterion (RC2) was to assess relevance by looking at both the signatures and the behavior of the query message and the service operations, and consider as relevant operations whose behavior was similar to what was required in the query even if it was not exactly the same.
The provision of generic criteria of relevance to the users was to avoid excessive diversity in their assessments [44] . The selected criteria corresponded to general factors that could be taken into account in the software design process and had a general correspondence to the different types of matching used in the discovery process of the framework. It should be noted, however, that no hints about this correspondence were given to the users.
Based on the assessments of the different users, we derived an aggregate final assessment of the relevance of service operations to query messages with respect to each of the three different relevance criteria. Aggregate relevance assessments were derived based on a "voting scheme." More specifically, an operation was deemed relevant to a message with respect to a specific relevance criterion only if at least four of the six users confirmed the relevance of a result (i.e., when at least 65 percent of the users confirmed the relevance of a result).
Recall and Precision Evaluation Results
The evaluation of recall and precision was used for assessing the ability of the framework to locate as many as possible service operations which are relevant to a specific query (recall), and disregard operations which are irrelevant in the discovery process (precision). In the experiments, recall and precision were measured according to the following formulas:
In these formulas,
. SO is the set of service operations that were retrieved as possible results for a query Q, . UO c is the set of service operations that more than T percent of the users considered to be relevant to query Q according to criterion C, and . jXj is the cardinality of set X. Recall and precision measures were computed for individual messages in the different queries using the above formulas. Based on these assessments, after the execution of queries, we measured recall and precision (using the above formulas) for the service operations that were returned for each query message, at 10 successive distance cutoff levels (d t ), i.e., for service operations with a distance of up to 0:1; 0:2; . . . and 1:0 from a query message. The use of different distance cutoff levels spanning the entire range of possible distance values enabled the evaluation of recall and precision when considering results at different distance levels. The main findings of the recall and precision evaluation of the framework are discussed below. Table 1 shows cumulative precision (P) and recall (R) measures taken at successive overall cutoff distance levels (d t ) between query messages and service operations (i.e., for operations having up to a d t distance from the relevant query message). The shown recall and precision measures are averages of recall and precision measures obtained across the individual messages of the different queries for different distance cutoff points using formulas (1) and (2). They are also based on: 1) overall query message to service operation distances, computed using w s ¼ 0:6, w b ¼ 0:35, and w sc ¼ 0:05 as weights, and 2) aggregate assessments of relevance that were derived from individual relevance assessments of the six users using the voting scheme discussed in Section 5.1. The values of the weights used in the experiments demonstrate the importance of the different factors for the scenarios.
Overall Performance
The assessments of relevance that were used to evaluate recall and precision in the case of exact matching distances (i.e., when k ¼ 0) were different from those used for inexact matching distance (i.e., when k ¼ 1). More specifically, for k ¼ 0, we used assessments of relevance formulated by users after considering the relevance criterion RC1 (consideration of service and query message operation signatures and behavior and the existence of an exact behavioral matching). For k ¼ 1, we used assessments of relevance formulated by the users after considering the criterion RC2 (consideration of service and query message operation signatures and behavior and the existence of a nonexact but good behavioral matching).
As shown in the table, precision was high for service operations with a distance of up to 0.1 from a query message since 97 and 86 percent of the retrieved operations in this distance range, on average, were relevant in the case of inexact and exact matching, respectively. For operations with distances up to 0.2, precision dropped to 74 percent in the case of inexact matching and 42 percent in the case of exact matching. Recall reached its maximum value of 1.0 when considering service operations with a distance of up to 0.3 in the case of exact matching and up to 0.6 in the case of inexact matching. These findings indicate that the users of the framework should expect high accuracy of results when considering service operations whose distance from a query message is up to 0.2 in the case of inexact matching and up to 0.1 in the case of exact matching, but need to consider the relevance of service operations carefully for distances higher than these values, depending on the required matching flexibility. Furthermore, to ensure that no relevant results are missed, all service operations with a distance of up to 0.3 or 0.6 need to be considered when exact and inexact matching are deployed, respectively.
The results shown in Table 1 also indicate that the precision of inexact matching was higher than the precision of exact matching for all distance cutoff levels (see columns ðk ¼ 1Þ À P and ðk ¼ 0Þ À P in Table 1 ). The statistical significance of the difference in precision between inexact and exact matching was tested using the paired t-test. The use of this test in checking the statistical significance of comparative evaluations of the precision and recall of IR methods is supported by different studies and evidence that t-test produces reliable results even when assumptions about the normality of underpinning data do not hold [21] , [42] .
The t-test was applied to pairs of cumulative precision rates that were calculated for each query message of the queries used in the experiments by the two types of matching for each distance cutoff level. The use of the test indicated that the observed differences at all the different distance cutoff levels were statistically significant at ¼ 0:05 (the probability p yielded by the t-test for the different cutoff points ranged from 0.00025 to 0.0425). 4 The same test was applied to the recall measures of the two types of matching. As shown in Table 1 , the recall of exact matching was higher than the recall of inexact matching until the distance cutoff level of 0.5. This difference was also statistically significant at ¼ 0:05.
Effect of Partial Distances on Precision and Recall
In the evaluation, we also investigated differences in the recall and precision measures produced by different partial distances. Table 2 presents the average recall and precision measures that were obtained at different distance cutoff levels based on the different types of distances computed by the framework, namely, the overall (D), signature (d f-sig ), behavioral (d f-beh ), and soft constraint distances (d f-con ).
As shown in the table, the precision of results based on overall distances was higher than the precision of results based on signature distances only for all the cutoff distance points up to 0.5 in both inexact and exact matchings. The statistical significance of this difference was examined using the paired t-test and found to be statistically significant at ¼ 0:05 for all the cutoff distance levels up to 0.5. The overall distance was also found to generate more precise results than the behavioral distance at the first cutoff point (0.1) for both types of matching (the differences at this level were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025 in both cases). However, for higher cutoff points, the picture was mixed. In particular, the differences in the precision of the overall and behavioral distance results were not statistically different at the cutoff point 0.2 in the case of exact matching and the cutoff points 0.2 and 0.3 in the case of inexact matching. Above these two cutoff points, the differences in precision between these two distances became statistically significant again at ¼ 0:025, but this time the behavioral distance was found to generate results of higher precision. The reason for this phenomenon might be an increased focus of the users on behavioral aspects when service operations start being dissimilar to query messages.
Finally, the precision of the overall distance clearly outperformed the precision of the constraint distance at all cutoff points and the observed differences were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025.
The behavioral distance also produced more precise results than the signature distance at all the distance cutoff points for both types of matching, as shown in Table 2 . However, the observed differences in the precision of these two distances were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025 for all but the first cutoff point (i.e., 0.1).
In the case of recall, the signature distance produced better results than the overall distance for all cutoff points up to 0.5 in the case of inexact matching, and the observed differences were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025. In the case of exact matching, the differences in the recall were neither consistent nor statistically significant.
A mixed picture of recall differences was observed across signature and behavioral distances. More specifically, the behavioral distance generated higher recall for the first two cutoff distance levels (0.1 and 0.2) for both types of matching. The differences for the 0.1 cutoff level were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025 for both types matching. At the 0.2 cutoff level, however, the recall difference was statistically significant (at ¼ 0:025) only in the case of exact matching. For cutoff levels greater than 0.2, however, the signature distances resulted in statistically better recall measures than behavioral distances (at ¼ 0:025) in the case of inexact matching, or equal recall measures in the case of exact matching.
Effect of Matching Flexibility on Precision and Recall
The effect of matching flexibility in recall and precision was also analyzed in the experiments. As discussed earlier, inexact matching (k ¼ 1) resulted in statistically significant higher average precision than exact matching (k ¼ 0) in the case of overall distances across all the distance cutoff points. Also, exact matching resulted in statistically significant higher recall than inexact matching for all the distance cutoff levels up to 0.5, as discussed earlier.
The application of the t-test on the precision and recall measures associated with the different partial distances across the two types of matching indicated further statistically significant differences. More specifically, the differences in the precision of both the signature distances and the behavioral distances across the two types of matching flexibility were also statistically significant for all the distance cutoff points at ¼ 0:025. Also, the recall of behavioral distances in exact matching was higher than the recall of the same distances in inexact matching up to distances of 0.9 and the relevant differences were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025. In the case of structural distances, however, no statistically significant differences were observed in the recall measures.
Performance Evaluation Results
The performance evaluation focused on the time to execute queries Q1-Q6. This time was measured for flexibility matching levels k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1 and for service registries with 20, 40, 52, and 95 services, in order to analyze whether increments in these two factors affect the performance of the discovery process. All the queries were executed on an Intel Core 2 Duo machine, with 2.33 GHz and 500 MB Ram. Table 3 presents the results of the execution times in seconds for Q1-Q6 and flexibility matching k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1. The results shown for each query Q i represent the average execution time of Q i that was taken across 10 different executions of it for each of the different sizes of the registry used in our experiment. For each query, the table shows the average time taken to: 1. retrieve services from the registry; 2. execute structural matching; 3. execute behavioral matching; 4. execute soft constraint matching; 5. execute whole query (rows Total per query). Table 3 also presents the total average time to execute all queries for each different number of services (column Avg) and the number of the query messages in each query (row Qm in the table).
As shown in the table, the time to retrieve services from the registry grows linearly with the number of services, and it is not affected by the flexibility matching level k and the size of the queries. The high time for retrieving services from the registry, in particular for the service registry with 95 services, is due to the fact that the database used to implement the registry is slow. It should be noted, however, that although the registry retrieval time affects the performance of the framework, the implementation of the service registry was not our focus during the development of the discovery framework. Furthermore, the registry retrieval time could be improved by using appropriate indexing schemes or an alternative DBMS for implementing the registry. These indexing schemes could be based on the properties of hard constraints in order to facilitate the filtering phase of the query execution process (see Section 4). However, as mentioned before, we have not used hard constraints in these experiments since we did not want to restrict the number of services to be used in the structural, behavioral, and soft constraint matching process.
The results also show that the time to execute structural matchings for a query grows linearly with the size of the registry. This is indicated in Table 3 by contrasting the average structural matching times of each query for k ¼ 0 or k ¼ 1 across registries of different sizes. This linearity was confirmed by regression analysis between the execution times recorded for each query and the corresponding size of the service registry. The r 2 coefficients that were produced for the different queries by linear regression analysis ranged from 0.82 to 0.91 across the different queries when k ¼ 0 and from 0.89 to 0.96 when k ¼ 1. Also, both the fitted lines and the coefficients of the service size variable (i.e., the coefficient b in the fitted lines Y ¼ bX þ a, where X is the registry size and Y is the structural matching time) were statistically significant at a ¼ 0:025 in all cases. The statistical significance of the fitted line was tested using the F-test and the statistical significance of the service size coefficient was tested using the t-test.
It should also be noted that in most cases, the structural matching time of queries with fewer query messages was lower than the structural matching time for queries with more query messages. An exception to this occurs in queries Q2 and Q3, as shown in Table 3 . In this case, the structural matching time of query Q2 (three query messages) took a bit longer than the structural matching time of query Q3 (four query messages) in some cases. This was again due to the lower complexity of query messages in Q3. Thus, the time to execute structural matching varies not only with the number of query messages, but also with the complexity of these messages.
The results in Table 3 show that the behavioral matching time increased across all queries when a higher flexibility matching factor was used for all the different sizes of the registries. This result was confirmed by the application of an one-tail unpaired t-test over the samples of execution times obtained for each query in the 10 different trials (10 data points in each set). The test was applied to 18 pairs of sample execution times-six pairs of samples for the three registries of 20, 40, and 52 services (the registry with 95 services was excluded as the additional services in it did not have a behavioral model, and hence, would not affect behavioral matching times). The normality of the underlying data-a condition that is normally required for the application of the t-test-was tested using the AndersonDarling test [1] . This test confirmed the normality of the two-thirds of the used samples. The application of the t-test showed that the execution time when k ¼ 1 was higher than the time when k ¼ 0, and the result was statistically significant at ¼ 0:025 in all cases. This result was expected since for higher values of k, the number of combinations of paths in the state machines of the query and the service that need to be compared increases. The behavioral matching time increases linearly with the number of services up to 52 services in the registry, but there was no increase for 95 services. This was because, in the data set used in the experiments, there were a total of 52 services with behavioral specifications. The linear increase in the behavioral matching time with respect to the size of the registry was confirmed by regression analysis using the size of the registry as independent variable (X) and the behavioral execution time as the dependent variable (Y). The r 2 coefficients that were produced for the different queries by linear regression analysis ranged from 0.87 to 0.94 across the different queries when k ¼ 0, and both the fitted lines and the coefficients of the service size variable were statistically significant at a ¼ 0:025 in all cases. For k ¼ 1, the r 2 coefficients ranged from 0.69 to 0.98 in five of the six queries. The fitted lines and the coefficients of the service size variable (b coefficients) in these cases were statistically significant at ¼ 0:025. In the sixth query (Q2), the r 2 coefficient was equal to 0.18 and neither the regression line nor the coefficient of the independent variable was statistically significant (the probability of the b coefficient being different than 0 was 0.17, and therefore, it was rejected at ¼ 0:025). Table 3 also shows that the behavioral matching time increased with the number of query messages for k ¼ 1 (i.e., the times to execute Q3 and Q4 were higher than the times to execute Q2 and Q6, which were higher than the times to execute Q1 and Q5). In the case of k ¼ 0, the behavioral matching times recorded were similar for all the different queries given registries of the same size.
The above differences were confirmed by performing analysis of variance over three groups of behavioral execution times for different k values and service sizes. The first of these groups (G1) included the execution times in the 10 trials of each of Q1 and Q5, the second group (G2) included the behavioral execution times in the 10 trials of each of Q2 and Q6, and the third group included the execution times in the 10 trials of each of Q3 and Q4. The differences across these three groups were found to be statistical significant for k ¼ 1 across each of the service sizes but insignificant when k ¼ 0. This was because, for k ¼ 0, the matching of the paths in the state machines of the queries with the paths in the state machines of the services had to be exact (i.e., no transition in the paths of the state machines of the queries and services could be left without a counterpart). Thus, any path in the state machine of a service that was shorter than the path in the state machine of the query was ignored, and therefore, the number of detailed path comparisons during the behavioral matching decreased.
Although very small, the constraint matching time presented some variations with the number of services and number of query messages. This was because the soft constraint had to be evaluated for each single service in a registry and for each of the query messages in a query.
It should be noted that in Table 3 , the total time for each combination of query and registry size (rows Total per query) is higher than the sum of the registry retrieval, structural matching, behavioral matching, and soft constraint matching times for the given combination. This discrepancy arises because the total time per query includes the time required for additional computations during its execution, namely, the time required to: 1) create graphs of data types of the parameters of the query messages, 2) create state machines, and 3) parse constraints.
DISCUSSION
Overall, the results of the evaluation presented in Section 5 demonstrate the merit of the proposed framework for service discovery and its ability to support this process as part of a service-based system design process that uses UML. This is particularly important if someone considers that the framework relies only on modeling notations and service standards, namely, UML, WSDL, and BPEL, which are widely used in the software industry, and does not require the deployment of further notations whose uptake is limited within the industry (e.g., special purpose semantic service description languages). It should be noted, however, that the framework could be applied to services with different types of behavioral models as long as they can be translated to state machines.
The conducted evaluation has also indicated some basic characteristics of the discovery process that are important for practitioners. More specifically, when deploying the framework, users can expect that, in most cases, it will be sufficient to consider retrieved service operations having a distance to a query message in the range ½0; 0:6 to ensure that no relevant operations are missed (as indicated in Table 1 , recall reached its maximum value of 100 percent for both types of matching within this range). Furthermore, from the service operations which fall in this range, only those with a distance of up to 0.1 are highly likely to be accurate (precision ranged from 97 to 86 percent for distances up to 0.1, depending on the type of matching).
The evaluation also indicated that the incorporation of behavior and constraint matching into the retrieval process can increase precision for low-to-medium distance results significantly in comparison with a structure-only matching process. The evaluation also indicated that the performance of the framework in terms of recall and precision is good even with inexact matching. This makes the use of the framework suitable in stages of software system design where system models are still evolving. Performing service discovery based on exact matching and constraints in such stages would not be appropriate.
Although the computation of behavioral matching for inexact cases (i.e., k > 0) is combinatorial, the state machines representing the queries are normally small.
Clearly, the realization of the discovery process by the presented framework makes assumptions that can limit its applicability in certain circumstances. One limitation is related to the computation of the linguistic distance (d L ) which assumes that service operation and query messages signatures are specified using the "Camel" notation, where different words within strings are distinguished by starting with a capital letter. While this convention is used widely in practice, our plan is to look at alternative ways of identifying words within strings in future work.
The use of weights in the computation of distances is another assumption that may turn out to be limiting. Weights are used to express the relative importance of different factors (e.g., service interface, behavior, and QoS constraints) in the discovery process but users may sometimes have difficulty in expressing this importance accurately. The specification of weights has not been the main focus of our work, as our assumption has been that the exact phase in the system design life cycle when the discovery is performed can indicate the general magnitude of weights.
If the design model that is used for discovery does not include elaborate behavioral models, for example, then the weight used for the behavioral distance could be low. Similarly, when certain parts of a design model are stable and should not be modified, the weights attached to the criteria of the matching process that relate to them should be relatively high. For example, if the data types of the parameters of some query messages should not be changed, the weight attached to the signature distance should be high. Alternatively, designers may decide to specify some hard constraint to ensure that operations won't be matched to the particular query messages unless they have the required parameters.
In general, it should be noted that the framework gives its users the ability to configure its matching process in various ways, including: 1) the assignment of weights to partial distances and constraints, 2) the definition of constraints of different types (hard versus soft) and importance, and 3) the configuration of the flexibility of the behavioral matching process (by setting the value of the parameter k). This ability is one of the key characteristics of our approach and can be used to address different requirements which may arise in the design process.
The relatively slow performance found in the evaluation of the approach has been mainly due to the time required to retrieve services from the registries and the matching of complex criteria such as data types of parameters of service and query operations, and behavioral matching. The registry retrieval time can be reduced by using faster DBMS or appropriate indexing schemes. The use of complex querying criteria (e.g., behavior) is necessary to support service discovery during service-based system design and has been shown to improve the precision of results. Hence, the additional performance cost that they induce is justified. If developers prefer to avoid this cost, it is possible to specify queries without behavioral parts.
RELATED WORK
There have been various strands of research in the literature to support service discovery. In [15] , the authors describe some initial work in this area. We present below an account of the various approaches for service discovery.
The structural matching process used in our framework is similar to the work in [59] applied to software libraries. Our work extends this approach by considering matching of behavioral and quality specifications of services.
Approaches based on graph matching have been proposed in [18] , [23] . The work in [18] uses graph transformation rules for specifying services and service discovery queries. Similarly to our work, these rules represent each service operation by two "source" and "target" object graphs whose nodes and edges correspond to data entities and relationships between them, respectively. Our matching criteria are more flexible as they are based on distance measures which quantify similarities between the graphs.
Work on similarity analysis based on WordNet has been proposed in [25] , [49] , [55] . The approach in [55] uses four similarity assessment methods to support service matching, namely, lexical, attribute, interface, and QoS similarity. In our approach, the distance of the parameters is computed by finding the best possible morphism between the data types of the operation parameters. Moreover, the quality matching in our framework is not restricted to specific types of quality aspects.
The work in [49] combines WordNet-based techniques and structure matching for service discovery. This approach identifies similarities between WSDL [53] specifications by comparing the structures and identifiers of the operations, messages, and data types in WSDL descriptions. Details of how the degree of similarity between data types is calculated are not described in the paper. The structural matching used in our work also considers the names of the operations, parameters, and data types, as well as the structure of primitive and complex data types in service specifications and structural query models. In our work, the similarity of data type structures is computed by considering the morphism of the graphs representing the data types. Unlike the work in [49] , our approach does not compare WSDL specifications only, but it compares UML design models with WSDL specifications. In addition, our work differs from the technique in [49] , since it uses behavioral and other types of constraint matchings.
The WSDL-M2 approach [25] uses lexical matching to calculate linguistic similarities between concepts, structural matching to evaluate the overall similarity between composite concepts, and combines vector-space model techniques with synonyms and semantic relations based on WordNet. The structural matching is based on maximum weight bipartite problem in which weights in the edges are denoted by lexical similarities of the two elements associated with the edge. Our work differs from WSDL-M2 since, in addition to lexical similarity of concepts and parameters, it considers the structure of the data types of the parameters, as well as the behavioral and quality aspects of the system being developed and services.
The approach in [20] uses service descriptions based on operation signatures that can be queried through XQuery. This approach is primarily focused on interface queries where operation signatures are matched using string matching. This form of matching is very limited as it cannot account for small variations in operation signature specifications such as the use of different parameter names or orderings of parameters.
The use of behavioral matching for service discovery has been advocated in [16] , [17] , [30] , [45] . In [17] , the approach uses (abstract) behavioral models of service specifications to increase the precision in service discovery. This approach locates services that satisfy task requirement properties expressed formally in temporal logic by using a lightweight automated reasoning tool. Our approach can support the use of behavioral service specifications as those proposed in [17] . The approach in [45] proposes a behavioral model for services which associates messages exchanged between services with activities performed within services. A query language based on first-order logic that focuses on properties of behavior signatures is used to support the discovery process. The work in [30] advocates the use of behavioral specifications represented as BPEL for service discovery for resolving ambiguities between requests and services and use a tree alignment algorithm to identify matching between request and services.
The work in [16] proposes an approach for service discovery based on the use of behavioral models for services represented as WSCL [52] conversation protocols. The behavioral matching in this work is based on graph matching representing user's requirements and service specifications in WSCL. More specifically, the approach transforms graphs by the use of editing operations and computes the distances between the graphs. These distances take into account the cost to insert and suppress edges and vertices in the graph, the cost to edit a vertex in the graph, and the linguistic differences of WSCL interactions (e.g., identifiers, types, and documents). Our behavioral matching is similar to the approach in [16] . However, in our work, behavioral matching is based on the comparison of state machines representing UML sequence diagrams (queries) and service specifications in BPEL4WS. Moreover, in our approach, the mappings between the state machines preserve the order of the transitions and allow for a predefined number of transitions not to be matched.
Semantic Web matchmaking approaches have been proposed to support service discovery based on logic reasoning of terminological concept relations represented on ontologies [1] , [2] , [5] , [19] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [29] , [37] , [49] , [50] . The METEOR-S [2] system adopts a constraint-driven discovery approach in which queries are integrated into the composition process of a service-based system. In [1] , semantic, temporal, and security constraints are considered during service discovery. In our framework, extra constraints concerned with structural, behavioral, and quality aspects of the system are considered.
In [19] , the discovery of services is addressed as a problem of matching queries specified as a variant of Description Logic (DL) with service profiles specified in OWL-S [33] . The matching process is based on the computation of subsumption relations between service profiles and supports different types of matching. Our view is that our framework is more flexible as it can support the discovery of services specified in various specification formats (facets).
The work in [24] extends existing approaches by supporting explicit and implicit semantic by using logicbased, approximate matching, and IR techniques. The work in [50] proposes QoS-based selection of services. In [22] , the authors present a goal-based model for service discovery that considers reuse of predefined goals, discovery of relevant abstract services described in terms of capabilities, and contracting of concrete services to fulfill requesting goals. Our work differs from the above approaches since it supports the discovery of services not only based on the linguistic distances of the query and service operations and their input and output parameters, but also on the structure of the data type graphs of these parameters, the behavior of the system and services, quality aspects of the system and services, and extra conditions that cannot be specified by the models of the system. Moreover, our approach is not restricted to returning exact matches, but instead it returns a set of the best matches for a request. These best matches provide the designer an opportunity to choose the most adequate service and become more familiar with the available services.
Approaches for service discovery based on service capabilities have been proposed in [5] , [37] . The work in [37] uses DAML-S to describe service capabilities, while in [5] , services are described in OWL. In [37] , service requests are matched against service advertisement by comparing outputs (inputs) of the request with outputs (inputs) of the advertisement. The approach considers four degrees of matching, namely, exact, plug-in, subsumes, and fails. The work in [5] reduces these four degrees of matching to three degrees, namely, exact, inclusive, and weak. The approach in [5] also considers discovery of pervasive services based on context and QoS characteristics. As in our approach, this approach uses weights to denote the importance and preference of nonfunctional properties.
Other approaches have been proposed to support quality-of-services-aware composition and service-level agreements [7] , [32] , [36] . Although existing approaches have contributed to service composition, an approach that uses these compositions as part of the development of service-based systems has not been proposed.
There have been proposals for specific query languages to support Web services discovery [4] , [34] , [35] , [39] , [57] . In [4] , the authors propose BP-QL a visual query language for business processes expressed in BPEL. The behavioral part of the query language used in our framework also supports querying BPEL specifications. However, our language is based on UML interaction diagrams, which is widely used to describe behavioral aspects of software systems. The query language proposed in [39] is used to support composition of services based on user's goals. NaLIX [57] , which is a language that was developed to allow querying XML databases based on natural language, has also been adapted to cater for service discovery.
In [34] , the authors propose the Unified Service Query language (USQL), an XML-based language to represent syntactic, semantic, and quality-of-service search criteria. The query language used in our framework is more complete since it accounts for the representation of behavioral aspects of the system. Moreover, in our query language, structural and behavioral criteria are represented by complete UML class and interaction models including the specification of complex types. Our constraint query language allows for the specification of not only quality aspects of the system, but also extra conditions concerned with structural and behavioral criteria. An extension of USQL that incorporates the behavioral part of our query language has been proposed in [35] .
Although the above approaches have contributed to the problem of service discovery, none of them supports service discovery as part of the design process of service-based systems. Also, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other approaches that focus on service discovery based on structural, behavioral, and quality descriptions of services at the same time, or approaches that support service requests based on structural, behavioral, quality, and extra constraints of the system being developed. In many settings, service discovery needs to be integrated with main stream software development processes as the UML-based design process that we assume in this paper and in this respect, the approach that we have presented in this paper has clear elements of novelty.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a framework to support the development of service-based systems by discovering services that can fit in the design of such systems. Our framework adopts an iterative process in which structural and behavioral design models of service-based systems, together with extra quality and nonquality constraints, are used to identify services that can fulfill functional and nonfunctional characteristics of the systems. The identified services are used to reformulate the design models and trigger new service discovery iterations. The approach is UML-based since structural and behavioral design models are represented as UML class and sequence diagrams, respectively.
A query language enabling the specification of the characteristics of the services to be discovered has been developed. A query in this language contains: 1) a structural model, 2) a behavioral model, and 3) a constraint specification. The structural and behavioral models in a query are derived from UML design models of the system being developed. The constraint language allows for the representation of additional structural, behavioral, and quality properties that services should satisfy.
Queries are executed in a two-stage process. The first stage is a filtering phase in which services that satisfy the hard constraints in a query are identified. The second stage is an optimization phase in which the services returned by the first stage which have the best match with the structural, behavioral, and soft constraints in a query are selected. This part of the process is flexible enough to allow the selection of services which might not have behavioral and/or other types of descriptions (excluding WSDL descriptions, which are always required). The matching is based on the computation of partial distances between service descriptions and queries.
A prototype tool has been implemented and used in an evaluation of the framework in terms of recall, precision, and performance. The results of this evaluation were positive indicating: 1) high precision (86-97 percent) of results (services) with low distance to queries (< 0:1), 2) high recall of services for distances of up to 0.5 (95-100 percent), and 3) statistically significant increase in precision when flexible behavioral service query matching was included in queries (for low service query distances of up to 0.2, the increase was from 18 to 32 percent). The results also confirmed that the time for all different types of matching and the overall query execution time grows only linearly with the number of services in registries, and therefore, the framework can scale to registries of large sizes.
We are currently extending the framework to support the creation and negotiation of service-level agreements during the development of service-based systems, service discovery based on behavioral composition, and verification of design models.
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